
Love So Sweet 503 

503 I Quite Like Him a Lot 

When Zhang Li Xue arrived at the exhibition center, Mother Fang was seen talking with Bai Xi Xi. 

The little girl spotted her favorite sister from afar first. Bai Xi Xi excused herself and quickly went over to 

Zhang Li Xue and Bai Qi’s side. 

“Sister-in-law, you’re here.” She hadn’t seen her sister-in-law for a few hours, but Bai Xi Xi was missing 

her a lot. 

Meanwhile, Bai Qi was looking at his sister who seemed to have forgotten that she had a brother. 

As if sensing his gaze, Bai Xi Xi finally looked at her brother and greeted him. 

“Xi Xi, did you miss us?” Zhang Li Xue asked. 

Bai Xi Xi nodded. She held Zhang Li Xue’s arms tightly and smiled. “I miss you guys a lot.” 

Just then, Mother Fang walked over and see the two’s interaction. A smile curled on her lips. “Li Xue, 

your relationship with Xi Xi is very good.” 

Zhang Li Xue looked up at the elder woman. “Aunt. Hello.” Then, Zhang Li Xue turned to her husband 

and spoke, “Aunt, let me introduce you... this is my husband, Bai Qi.” 

..... 

“Hello, Aunt.” Bai Qi greeted the woman politely. 

Mother Fang heaved a faint sigh as she looked at the couple. 

She also hoped that her daughter, Fang Su Jin would get married sooner. However, as she thought about 

that person she had introduced to her daughter, Mother Fang decided that she did not want to meddle 

anymore. 

It doesn’t matter if her daughter gets married late. As long as she found a good person who will love and 

cherish her, Mother Fang would be satisfied. 

After that incident, the Fang family and the Lin family in Y City were not on good terms anymore. 

“You already obtained a marriage certificate. When are you planning to hold a wedding banquet?” 

Mother Fang asked. 

“Mmm...” Zhang Li Xue glanced at her husband and smiled. “We’re going to have a wedding after my leg 

is fully healed. Auntie, when the time comes, you have to come with Uncle as well.” 

“Of course.” Mother Fang’s eyes lit up. “Your two siblings’ relationship is very good. The two of you still 

traveled together to attend Su Jin’s exhibition.” 

Zhang Li Xue wanted to laugh. 

If only Mother Fang knew that a certain someone came to F Country wanting to spend time with her 

daughter, what would she think? 



The two of them chatted for a while when Zhang Li Xue noticed that she had not seen her friend. Zhang 

Li Xue looked at Mother Fang again and asked, “Where are Uncle and Su Jin? Did Su Jin go to take Uncle 

to go on a tour around the hall?” 

Mother Fang laughed. “Su Jin went to discuss some matters with her mentor. As for your uncle...” 

Mother Fang heaved a long sigh. “He took your brother to the nearby cafe to chat.” 

Zhang Li Xue looked at Mother Fang in surprise, wondering just why would her little brother went with 

Uncle Fang. 

It couldn’t be that Zhang Yi Hai was impatient enough that he was meeting Father Fang to explain his 

relationship with Fang Su Jin, right? 

“You know your Uncle Fang,” Mother Fang continued. “He liked discussing the economy with people he 

met. Coincidentally, your little brother was good at it and your uncle seemed to like talking to Yi Hai.” 

Her lips curled into a helpless smile as she thought of how she had become Bai Xi Xi’s babysitter. 

Fortunately, the little girl was good and obedient. She was good at talking and Mother Fang enjoyed Bai 

Xi Xi’s company. 

Zhang Li Xue thought about Mother Fang’s words and smiled. 

It seemed that her little brother has been trying to win Father Fang’s heart for a long ago. She was 

suddenly curious to know what did the Fang family think about her brother. 

Bai Qi raised a brow when he noticed the mischievous smile on his wife’s lips. He knew that his wife was 

up to no good but Bai Qi did not seem to mind it. He liked seeing his wife being a little playful and 

mischievous. 

“Then, Aunt... What do you think about my little brother, Yi Hai?” Zhang Li Xue cautiously. She eyed 

Mother Fang curiously. 

“Yi Hai?” Mother Fang thought that Zhang Li Xue was making a conversation and did not suspect 

anything from her question. “I think he’s a good kid. I quite like him a lot. It was rare for boys his age to 

be very sensible.” Mother Fang thought that the Zhang couple was really good at raising their children. 

Their children were really polite. 

Zhang Li Xue wanted to ask Mother Fang to continue and elaborate. However, Bai Qi was poking at her 

shoulder, warning her that Fang Su Jin was approaching. 

Zhang Li Xue composed herself and pulled an obedient look on her face. 

Fang Su Jin was walking to her mother when she realized that Zhang Li Xue and Bai Qi had arrived. She 

was about to say something when she saw the strange look on her best friend’s face. 

Somehow, she could feel that this friend was being mischievous. However, as she looked at her mother, 

Fang Su Jin could not detect anything. 

“Su Jin, have your discussion with Teacher Jiang ended?” 

Mother Fang’s question snapped her out of her trance. 



Fang Su Jin looked at her mother again and spoke, “Mmm... Teacher Jiang said that he will help me to 

speak to that person. I think the condition is not bad.” She then looked at Zhang Li Xue and thought 

about what Zhang Yi Hai told her earlier. 

Zhang Li Xue had promised that she was going to help them keep their secret. 

Because of that, Fang Su Jin felt more at ease upon seeing her best friend. 

“That’s right, Li Xue, your uncle said that he was going to treat everyone to a meal,” Mother Fang said. 

“After all, it is a rare coincidence for everyone to meet in F Country. Your little brother had already 

agreed.” 

The corner of Fang Su Jin’s lips started to twitch. She seemed to recall that Zhang Yi Hai only said that he 

was going to ask his sister’s opinion before he could make his decision. When did he agree? 

 


